
 

Reading/ spelling Writing Maths Health & wellbeing Other areas 
Read comprehension text on VE 
Day and complete the one-star 
questions in sentences.  
 
 
 

Complete a writing journal entry on 
topic/ focus of your choice.  
Access pobble365.com as a 
stimulus if you would like to choose 
one, one will be uploaded on 
Seesaw too.  

Access countdown  
 
Happysoft.org.uk 

Create an at home 
fitness/wellbeing diary recording 
your daily physical activity. You 
can use ideas from Kickstart as 
well as online resources e.g. joe 
wicks and just dance.  

Practise some French/Spanish 
vocabulary and skills on 
Linguascope. Can you prepare a 
short paragraph or speech using 
your new words? 
 
https://www.linguascope.com/ 

Create your own dictionary of at 
least 8 tricky words from your core 
reading book. List the type of word 
it is e.g. adjective, noun, verb and 
its definition.  

To commemorate the 75th 
anniversary of VE Day on 8th May, 
many newspapers will create 
special publications.  
Create your own article or fact file 
for a magazine, researching a WW2 
veteran and their experience. 
Include: 
Name, age, when and what force 
they were enlisted with, where they 
were stationed etc.  

What shapes do we have? 2D and 3D. 
Identify properties of 2D and  3D 
shapes.  
 
Can you draw your shapes out or send 
us a video to show what you know? 
 
Think about:                                        - 
Faces        -   Edges    - Corners 

Create a motivating ‘stay at home’ 
poster. Use a range of inspiring 
pictures and words to encourage 
others to stay at home.  

Art 
 
We have had a number of meteor 
showers creating amazing scenes in 
the sky over the past week.  
Create your own meteor shower art 
work using any materials you have 
at home. Think about use of colour 
if possible to represent the night sky 
(cold, dark colours) and the 
contrast of bright meteors.  
Alternatively, use pencil and tone to 
show the dark and light constrast. 

Access Authors live and listen to 
Frank Cottrell-Boyce speak about 
his novel ‘Sputnik’s Guide to Life 
on Earth’. Complete the first 
activity on the task card. 
 
 

Write a letter to a friend or family 
member that you haven’t been able 
to see for a while.  
Remember to include date, address, 
greetings etc, info on what you’ve 
been doing and some positive 
messages.  
You could send the letter if you 
have their address, stamp & 
envelope! 

Negative Numbers 
Use the following link to help you with 
negative numbers.  
 
You can change the numbers you use 
and work within to make it 
easier/more complicated. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zjbk8xs 

 

Look up Cosmic Yoga on You Tube 
and take some time to relax. 
Remember to concentrate on your 
breathing. 

Science 
 
Complete the animal adaptation 
fact files posted on Seesaw.  
 
Choose 2 animals to research and 
find the appropriate information to 
complete the fact file.  

Write an alternative ending to a 
book of your choice. Remember to 
include detail of characters 
thoughts and feelings and the 
impact your new ending will have 
on them.  
 
 

Practise your handwriting skills 
using ‘The Life Cycle of a Flower’ 
poem posted on Seesaw.  
 
Remember full and half size letters, 
and join letters appropriately. 
  

Complete the next Esti Mystery that 
has been uploaded (on Seesaw). Did 
you estimate accurately? Can you 
create a similar challenge of your 
own? We can’t wait to share your 
ideas! 
 

Create a bucket list of activities 
and hopes for the future. This may 
include places you would like to 
visit one day, job aspirations or 
things you are looking forward to 
in the near future. 

Drama 
Create a monologue script to 
perform to your family. You should; 
 
Introduce yourself 
Include age, personal info  
What are you passionate about? 
Why? 
How does it make you feel? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zjbk8xs


 


